calcium, often occurring as bile gravel and consisting almost entirely of calcium salts; (5) pure calcium carbonate (these are generally very small and very dense). Thus it is seen that, fortunately, the great majority of stones have a certain amount of calcium salt in their composition, and this substance gives, bulk for bulk, an .r-ray .shadow practically equivalent to that of bone. The shadow may be simply a ring, stippled or broken, but the great point made is that a negative diagnosis cannot be assumed unless rays of varying penetration have been used. In an experimental contrast the author explains, " the less penetrating rays with a long exposure gave negatives richer in contrast and full of detail; the very penetrating rays gave negatives with less contrast but good detail in all parts; the moderately penetrating rays gave thin negatives, largely because the exposure was much under that necessary to blacken the plate; longer exposures gave greater contrast." And here lies a difficulty, since in the living subject with breathing movements a long exposure is inevitably followed by blurring of shadow edges, the sharpness of which is essential to appreciating with certainty the presence of a gall stone.
Reduction of Exposure. The technical methods of obtaining a reduction in exposure time are beyond the scope of this note, but they are nowadays readily workable, and as Dr. Knox describes them with great clearness, let us simply note that in all radiographic examination for gall stones it should be the routine practice to expose several plates to the radiation of tubes of different penetrating power, and in each case to develop the plate to give the maximum of contrast. To the expert this abstract advice may appear sadly lacking in detail; but for the physician's reading, to carry the point one stage further, the results of the author's own experiments are best quoted, for they dispose of at least one fallacy, and do much towards fixing a principle upon which routine work should be demanded.
The Action oe Hard Rays. " The tissues absorb a large percentage of the ' softer rays,' and the rays which give detail in the organs, and even in gall stones, are rays of ' medium hardness,' and it is a fallacy to depend upon getting detail in substances which are not very opaque with a soft tube when these structures are in the interior of the body. A hard tube, if the right exposure be given, will show a shadow of the object; hard rays do not entirely pass through gall stones, as was formerly taught. When so-called soft rays are used the tissues of the body act as a filter, and absorb practically all these soft radiations ; the rays which act upon the plate in the radiography of gall stones are the medium and hard rays. Prolongation of the exposure will certainly give denser and more fully exposed radiograms, but that takes place only because a larger percentage of the medium and hard rays get through the tissues, and so act 011 the emulsion of the plate. Prolonged exposure with ' soft rays,' so long as they do not possess the property of penetrating the tissues, will not give denser plates; the rays will be absorbed by the [ Aug., 1920. arterial system is controlled by the depressor nerve, so also there must be a similar reflex from the right heart which controls the calibre of the vessels in the lung and so maintains a fairly constant pressure in the pulmonary artery. Excretion of acid urine.
